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complex, they could be looking at a new future together. But someone close to them both would rather see Grace dead than let her be with the man—and the
wolf—she's grown to love.
Mai Tai'd Up-Alice Clayton 2014-12-02 Looking for the perfect mix of smart, sexy, and sassy? Mai Tai’d Up continues New York Times bestselling author Alice Clayton’s
Cocktail series, which began with Wallbanger and continued with Rusty Nailed and Screwdrivered. The gossip mill in the seaside community of Monterey is churning
about Chloe Patterson, the newcomer who is starting a sanctuary for rescued pit bulls. It’s rumored that she’s a former beauty queen (true) who ditched her fiancé the
morning of their wedding (also true). And that while she’s not looking for a new man, the good-looking local veterinarian has his eye on her. Absolutely, positively true.
When Lucas Campbell isn’t at the family veterinary clinic, he’s paddle boarding in Monterey Bay. Recently single, he’s definitely not in the market for a new
relationship, but he still can’t resist taking a second, third, and fourth look at the recent arrival of Miss Golden State. Neither Lucas nor Chloe has any interest in being
tied down. Being tied up, however—now there’s a thought. But are a few Mai Tais, a moonlit night, and the music of Frank Sinatra enough to allow them both to forget
their past? Let’s hope Ol’ Blue Eyes knows what he’s doing. Mix one part tiki, one part kinky, and a splash of old black magic matchmaking, and it’s time to be . . . Mai
Tai’d Up.
Nick and Lilac-Marian Tee 2013-08 20-year-old Lilac York doesn't like to talk. She doesn't like to exist outside her books, and she certainly does not like to be involved
with the most notorious playboy in uni. But when the gorgeous and arrogant billionaire Nick Christakos asks her to be his friend, she finds herself saying yes, no matter
what "friend" could mean to a serial bed-hopper like Nick. There's just something about him that draws her, something that makes her think he wouldn't mind if he
learned just how broken she was inside. Nick Christakos is not used to denying himself. But for the sometimes-aloof, sometimes-naive Lilac he strives to make an
exception, doing his best to keep his hands off her even though just one blink of her doll-like eyes has him on fire. With Lilac, he's not afraid to show the ugliness in
him. When she looks at him, Nick almost believes there's still hope for him to be the man that he used to be. When another man threatens to take Lilac away, Nick is
desperate and selfish enough to pretend he's fallen in love with Lilac...even though his heart still belongs to the girl who tore him apart.
Blood of the Pack-Jenny Frame 2019-08-13 As the new Alpha of the Scottish Wulver pack, Kenrick Wulver has a bright future ahead. All she needs is her destined mate
to share it with. Zaria Lupa isn’t looking for love. She’s been on the run from Leroux, Alpha of the American Lupa pack, ever since Leroux killed her sister. When the
Lupa wolves find Zaria, she runs to Wolfgang County for protection, where Kenrick is visiting her friend Dante. Kenrick takes Zaria under her wing, showing her the
care and attention she’s never experienced. Zaria refuses to believe she is Kenrick’s destined mate. To her, mating is just an excuse for abuse and control, no matter
how kind Kenrick may seem. When Kenrick convinces Zaria to come to Scotland to visit the Wulver pack, she hopes for a fresh start. But the Lupa wolves aren’t
finished with Zaria, and their revenge may destroy any chance at love.
Betrayed-Melody Anne 2015-01-26 Byron Knight's world isn't what most would consider perfect, but he is satisfied with the way his life is going. There are only two
people in this world whom he loves - his brothers, Blake and Tyler Knight. A woman is now threatening the carefully balanced beam the brothers have been holding on
to, and her name is McKenzie Beaumont. Before she had entered the life of his brother Blake, no one, male or female, had ever come between the three men, but
McKenzie and her twisted business has interfered for the last time in the Knight brothers' lives, and she is about to feel Byron's wrath. McKenzie Beaumont hasn't
always been so closed off, so cold, or what the world sees as cold, but she's learned the hard way that men are never to be trusted. If she stays ahead of the game,
protects the women she employs, then the women - herself included - are the true winners, even if the men think they have all the control. Who will prevail in this battle
of the sexes? Who has the most to lose? Find out in the third installment of the Forbidden series by NYT best-selling author Melody Anne.
The Selkie Prince's Secret Baby: An MMM Mpreg Shifter Romance-J. J. Masters 2019-02-25 An alpha prince, required to find his fated mate, has already pledged his
love to another. But there's a problem... Prince Caol of the North has enjoyed a very active, carefree life. Being the youngest of five alpha-born princes, he hasn't had a
lot of responsibilities. As he watched his brothers find their fated mates and produce sons, he knew the time would come when he'd be forced to do the same. However,
he's in no rush since he's quite happy with his current lover. While Caol wants to take his beta servant as his mate, the king demands the law be upheld and he find an
omega who can give him sons to continue the Selkie race. Beck can't bear the thought of losing his alpha-the prince he not only served for years but loved just as manyto an omega. A male fated to bear his alpha sons. However, Beck's gender makes it impossible for the prince to take him as his mate since betas cannot produce heirs.
Galen has lost so much. Trying to mend his broken heart, the omega's thrown into the path of his alpha when he becomes a wet-nurse to the prince's son. A son Caol
has no idea even existed. The only problem is his alpha already has a lover. One Caol's been with for years, one he loves. Just when Galen thought he'd never find a
mate due to his past circumstances, the omega unexpectedly finds two. Was this what the fates intended? Note: A 66k-plus word m/m/m ménage shifter mpreg story,
this is the fifth book in the Royal Alpha series. Due to the "knotty" times in this book, it is recommended for mature readers only. While it can be read as a standalone,
it's recommended to read the series in order. And, like all of my books, it has an HEA.
Mate Set-Laurann Dohner 2016-04-04 It's werewolf mating season. All the males are in heat, and the driving sexual lust of their beasts is almost uncontrollable. When
Mika finds herself trapped in an alley, surrounded by four horny werewolves, she knows she's in deep trouble. Until a tall, handsome werewolf rescues her'then
demands payment. Hot, sweaty, intimate payment.Grady is a half-breed whose human mother abandoned him to his werewolf father, so he knows human women just
aren't safe to fall in love with. The wolf within him wants Mika as his mate, but Grady will not give in. Never. Ever. He's willing to fight his emotions and his beast, no
matter how much sexy Mika tempts him.But neither of them expected her Uncle Omar to assign Grady to protect her from other males?24/7, in her home, sleeping just
down the hall. Mika decides to make the best of her vacation and keep the hot wolf in her bed. Grady can't resist the scorching sex, but he is determined to resist the
bond.
Beast of Mine-Marian Tee The world has changed. Werewolves have joined celebrities and billionaires in the A-list. Vampire attacks are reported on TV. And everyone
wants to know...will Estrella Moretti forever remain abandoned by her Fae prince husband? Two years ago, an innocent and very much infatuated Estrella Moretti
received a letter from the one and only man she had ever loved. And in this letter, Fae prince Lysander Allard asked her to be his wife. Upon returning from a
dangerous mission that nearly cost him his life, Lysander was no longer man or Fae. Instead, he had become something monstrously powerful, a prince with a beast for
a soul...along with a strange, possessive need to claim and mate with his young and beautiful wife. Estrella was everything Lysander had foreseen her to be and
more...until he found out that she was only pretending to love him for his throne. Note: Expect this book to be steamy, funny, action-packed...just before turning into
quite the tearjerker in the end. No cliffhangers, HEA guaranteed!
Sex with an Alpha-Whitney Murphy 2020-05-20 Evangelica Roads, a female werewolf who watched her true mate choose another. Now heartbroken, she struggles to
cope. When her best friend drags her to a club, the moons fate lands her in the hands of the infamous Alpha Steele. Alpha Artemis Steele, the notorious male werewolf
who conquered the madness of the wolf due to the death of his true mate and unborn pup. Now, he's one of the most feared wolves around. When these two clash,
sparks fly and suddenly they're thrown into a whirlwind of dark pasts and dangerous futures.
Beautiful Liar-Natasha Knight 2016 MacKayla Simone was beautiful. Irresistible. She was also the setup. One night. One night that rocked my world. Rocked it to its
very foundations because the next thing I knew, she and I made the headlines of every paper, our faces and much more plastered on TV screens across the country.
That night cost me everything. I wasn’t a dangerous man until then, but things change when you’ve got nothing left to lose. And only one thing matters to me now. Find
her. Find the girl who destroyed me and destroy her.
Enchanted Foxes-Juniper Hart 2019-11-12 Dragons, wolves, bears, and foxes! You can't escape your fate or your mate, no matter how far you run. Books Included in
This Collection Shaken I have to have faith that even with the mob on our backs, a fake marriage, and a year apart, Jordan and I will prevail in the end. Desire How
could I possibly have guessed that my mate was being held captive at the hands of these mortal recluses? I couldn't know that-because we haven't even met yet. Taken
There are two things I learned for sure: You can't escape your fate or your mate, no matter how far you run. Renewal Did I drag him too deeply into my cause, or am I
the one being pulled into an underworld I didn't even know existed? Time, truth, and two unlikely new mates will yank this mystery into a blinding light for which
absolutely none of us is prepared. Enchanted Foxes Series Epilogue Content Warning: Explicit love scenes and lots of sexy shifters. Intended for 18+ audiences.
Alpha Kaden-Midika Crane 2017-05-11 "Lock your doors. Hold them tight. Close your windows. Every night. Don't go out, in case he's there. Always live in total fear."
Everyone knows of Alpha Kaden, a man of twisted riddles and cryptic puzzles. His identity is one of them. His touch, another. He is feared throughout all 13 packs for
his reputation of stealing young women out of their beds. And tonight he has come to steal Mara to make her a player in his wicked game. But when Mara discovers the
truth behind his sadistic mind games everything changes and she finds herself questioning what is real, and what is not. Mara always assumed her mate would be a
man from her own pack. A good man. Not a sadistic, sinful Alpha named Kaden.
Beautiful Nightmare: Book One (Special Edition)-L. C. Son 2020-02-14 Damina Nicaud, a beautiful, successful art buyer in Washington, D.C., is plagued by romantic
dreams of a mystery man every night. When a broken heart leads her to New Orleans, she discovers a love powerful enough to unleash an ancient power residing
within herself. Add in vampires and wolves, she soon discovers some nightmares are beautiful
Pack Violet Shadow-C. M. Stunich 2017-12-10 The hunters have become the hunted. The monsters have become the prey. The blood of werewolves runs with the fierce,
wild magic of the earth. For millennia, that's what's kept us safe, let us shed our human skins and run as beasts. Now, it's the siren song that calls our enemies. I'm the
girl known as White Wolf, the Alpha Female for a new pack, a super pack, a combination of my wolves and the wolves governed by the seven Alpha Males I've chosen as
my mates. Together, we represent and protect every werewolf in North America. Together, we represent the most highly desired prey on the continent. Faerie courts,
vampires, witches, demons ... they want our blood, our flesh. They want the magic that runs through our veins that even we don't know how to use. If I can't learn to
wield magic from my grandmother, the last werewolf to ever cast a spell, then we're all doomed. The hunters won't just be the prey ... they'll be extinct.And me, I have
seven soul mates to kiss, hold, protect.My males and I, we'll fight to our very last breaths. I just hope that last gasp doesn't come sooner rather than later. ***PACK
VIOLET SHADOW is a 400+ page full-length reverse harem/menage, urban fantasy/paranormal romance novel for mature teens and adults 18+ with a happily ever
after waiting at the end of the series. It features one strong woman and her seven hot men that will do whatever it takes to protect and support their alpha. This book
contains: werewolves, magic, vampires, dark fae, witches, intrigue, steamy sex scenes, romance, paranormal politics, and true love. This is book two of seven.
Written in the Stars-Aisha Saeed 2016-05 "Naila's vacation to visit relatives in Pakistan turns into a nightmare when she discovers her parents want to force her to
marry a man she's never met"-Royal-Danielle Steel 2020-08-18 In this spellbinding tale from Danielle Steel, a princess is sent away to safety during World War II, where she falls in love, and is lost
forever. As the war rages on in the summer of 1943, causing massive destruction and widespread fear, the King and Queen choose to quietly send their youngest
daughter, Princess Charlotte, to live with a trusted noble family in the country. Despite her fiery, headstrong nature, the princess's fragile health poses far too great a
risk for her to remain in war-torn London. Third in line for the throne, seventeen year-old Charlotte reluctantly uses an alias upon her arrival in Yorkshire, her two
guardians the only keepers of her true identity. In time, she settles comfortably into a life out of the spotlight, befriending a young evacuee and training with her
cherished horse. But no one predicts that in the coming months she will fall deeply in love with her protectors' son. She longs for a normal life. Far from her parents, a
tragic turn of events leaves an infant orphaned. Alone in the world, that child will be raised in the most humble circumstances by a modest stable manager and his wife.
No one, not even she, knows of her lineage. But when a stack of hidden letters comes to light, a secret kept for nearly two decades finally surfaces, and a long lost
princess emerges. A fascinating story of family and royalty, and an unforgettable portrait of an extraordinary young woman and the man who brings her home, Royal is
an exhilarating work from America's most beloved storyteller.
The Lovely Bones-Alice Sebold 2018-11-17 Susie Salmon is just like any other young girl. She wants to be beautiful, adores her charm bracelet and has a crush on a boy
from school. There's one big difference though – Susie is dead. Now she can only observe while her family manage their grief in their different ways. Her father, Jack is
obsessed with identifying the killer. Her mother, Abigail is desperate to create a different life for herself. And her sister, Lindsay is discovering the opposite sex with
experiences that Susie will never know. Susie is desperate to help them and there might be a way of reaching them... Alice Sebold's novel The Lovely Bones is a unique
coming-of-age tale that captured the hearts of readers throughout the world. Award-winning playwright Bryony Lavery has adapted it for this unforgettable play about
life after loss.
Celebrate-Pippa Middleton 2012 Celebrate by Pippa Middleton is a fully illustrated and beautifully designed book packed with recipes, crafts and inspirational ideas.
Beginning with autumn and ending with summer, Celebrate is a one-stop guide to entertaining throughout the British year. It contains a myriad of personal tips,
favourite recipes and useful decorating ideas. Practical but full of fun, it guides readers through the planning stages to the events themselves, from Christmas and
Easter to a show-stopping New Year's Eve and from children's parties, family birthdays, lazy weekend brunches and picnics on the beach to a quiet supper at home with
friends. In Celebrate, Pippa Middleton provides easy and affordable ideas for a successful celebration and offers charming and little-known facts and historical
anecdotes for each occasion. The result is a cornucopia of information that is fascinating, inspiring and wonderfully accessible.
Rejected-Amelia Rademaker 2017-11-13 All Grace Copeland wants is a mate. The good news is that for the last year she's known that Jack Taylor is her mate. The bad
news is that he wants nothing to do with her. When he publicly rejects her, Grace's world comes crashing down. Humiliated and angry with herself, Grace decides it's
time to get her life in order. Moving to the outskirts of town, she starts rebuilding her family cabin and her life. Alone in the middle of the woods, Grace becomes the
target for a group of untraceable rogue wolves. With her life in danger, she has no choice but to accept help from the man who rejected her.All Jack Taylor wants is to
be left alone. He definitely doesn't need a nosy mate like Grace Copeland. Especially when there are rogue wolves attacking local Packs. Jack has better things to do
than spending his time avoiding Grace. When she suddenly moves out of town he should feel relieved but he can't stop thinking that he made a huge mistake by
rejecting her. He also can't ignore the feeling that she is in danger. The only problem now is that Grace doesn't want him in her life anymore. With rogues closing in
Jack decides she doesn't have much of choice in the matter.

A Royal Heartbreak-Marian Tee 2013-05-12 Domenico Moretti used to have it all. He was prince to one of the most powerful and wealthiest Lyccan packs in the world,
a warrior who made his opponents tremble in fear, a gorgeous billionaire every woman desired. Only when his wife disappeared did Domenico realize that none of it
mattered if he did not have Misty's love and trust.Misty Wall used to be a wimp, a starry-eyed fool who thought she was about to live happily ever after with the
werewolf she loved. She used to think Domenico Moretti loved her back...until his lies publicly shamed her with the revelation that she was never his mate and was only
ever his pawn for revenge.When the threat of war looms closer, the alliance between non-human races is put to the test and forces the estranged couple to face each
other again.To prove that his princess means more to him than anything else, Domenico makes the greatest sacrifice, laying his pride on the line and turning his back
on his destiny. Domenico had hoped for a second chance, but heartbreak may all that awaits him when Misty seals her allegiance to the Faeries...by promising to wed
another man.
Beast of Mine-Marian Tee The world has changed. Werewolves have joined celebrities and billionaires in the A-list. Vampire attacks are reported on TV. And everyone
wants to know...will Estrella Moretti forever remain abandoned by her Fae prince husband? Two years ago, an innocent and very much infatuated Estrella Moretti
received a letter from the one and only man she had ever loved. And in this letter, Fae prince Lysander Allard asked her to be his wife. Upon returning from a
dangerous mission that nearly cost him his life, Lysander was no longer man or Fae. Instead, he had become something monstrously powerful, a prince with a beast for
a soul...along with a strange, possessive need to claim and mate with his young and beautiful wife. Estrella was everything Lysander had foreseen her to be and
more...until he found out that she was only pretending to love him for his throne. Note: Expect this book to be steamy, funny, action-packed...just before turning into
quite the tearjerker in the end. No cliffhangers, HEA guaranteed!
Turn of the Moon-L.P. Dover 2018-09-01 *~* A seductively hot, shifter romantic suspense novel by NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, L.P. Dover.
NO CLIFFHANGER *~* One girl. Two wolves. Promised to one. Destined for the other. To escape the cruel, overbearing, Kade, the Yukon Pack alpha she’s been
promised to, Bailey Whitehill flees her home in search of a new life, one of freedom where she can make her own choices. However, Kade will stop at nothing to make
her his and begins the hunt. As Bailey starts her new life, everything she’s known to be true, is not. Time is of the essence and choices have to be made or
consequences suffered. Not only does Bailey fear Kade, but another danger lurks deep in the recesses of the forest. Unbeknownst to her, that danger is what she’s been
searching for all along. At the turn of the moon, her fate hangs in the balance . . . and it’s up to her to make the right choice
Malik-Marian Tee They met fourteen years ago. She was a seven-year-old girl. He was a seventeen-year-old sheikh. They were not related by blood, and yet a twist of
fate had them living as brother and sister. Most people waited a lifetime to find the one meant for them – and they were the lucky ones. But then there were the others,
people who never had to wait, people who had just known, soulmates who had found their way to each other before destiny could make up its mind about them--- Just
because you knew someone was meant for you didn’t make that person yours.
Wanted By The Werewolf Prince-Kara Lockharte 2017-10-18 Prince Ral of the House of Nightclaw, Duke of Some Random Planet, Lord Master Stud may be the
handsomest prince in the universe. But that doesn't mean he can tell me what to do.
The Museum of Heartbreak-Meg Leder 2016-06-07 In this ode to all the things we gain and lose and gain again, seventeen-year-old Penelope Marx curates her own
mini-museum to deal with all the heartbreaks of love, friendship, and growing up. Welcome to the Museum of Heartbreak. Well, actually, to Penelope Marx’s personal
museum. The one she creates after coming face to face with the devastating, lonely-making butt-kicking phenomenon known as heartbreak. Heartbreak comes in all
forms: There’s Keats, the charmingly handsome new guy who couldn’t be more perfect for her. There’s possibly the worst person in the world, Cherisse, whose mission
in life is to make Penelope miserable. There’s Penelope’s increasingly distant best friend Audrey. And then there’s Penelope’s other best friend, the equal-partsinfuriating-and-yet-somehow-amazing Eph, who has been all kinds of confusing lately. But sometimes the biggest heartbreak of all is learning to let go of that wondrous
time before you ever knew things could be broken…
Definitely Dead-Charlaine Harris 2006 Supernaturally gifted cocktail waitress Sookie Stackhouse heads for New Orleans, where she is forced to contend with her own
family's dark legacy and a variety of potentially lethal characters.
Pollyanna and the Greek Billionaire - Innocent and Betrayed-Marian Tee 2015-11-24 Greek billionaire Kyrillos Gazis once fell in love, only to be betrayed. Now without a
heart, he is determined to see the young and innocent Pollyanna as a fling. He doesn’t realize how important she’s become to him, doesn’t realize how much he’s
become used to seeing the stars in her eyes…until the day he sees her packing, intending to leave him. This is Book 1 of 3 of Kyr and Pollyanna’s epic love story.
Tarif-Marian Tee “It’s a pleasure to finally have a chance to speak with you.” “The honor and privilege is mine, Your Highness.” “I wonder if you truly mean that,
anisdi.” Prim and proper Anisah Kahveci led a simple, orderly life with simple, ordinary goals. One: Terrorize – err, discipline – her students into becoming law-abiding,
socially mindful citizens of the kingdom. Two: Work hard to secure a safe future for the brat – err, her younger sister. Three: Eat all the sweets – err, indulge in a scoop
of ice cream now and then. But all her plans were for naught and her life turned upside down the moment Sheikh Tarif Al-Atassi decided he wanted her to be his
woman. Note: This is a full-length standalone (no cliffhanger) romance written to bring laughter and tears into the reader’s life. It is 100% escapist, contains explicit
(but not gratuitous) sex scenes, with an alpha hero and an innocent but fiery heroine falling in love and enjoying a happy ever after in the end.
Twilight Tenth Anniversary/Life and Death Dual Edition-Stephenie Meyer 2015-10-06 Twilight fans everywhere will adore this dual edition featuring an exclusive
anniversary release of the first book and a gender-swapped reimagining of the classic immortal love story. In Life and Death, readers will be thrilled to experience this
iconic tale told through the eyes of a human teenage boy in love with a female vampire. Packaged as an oversize, jacketed hardcover "flip book," this edition features
nearly 400 pages of exclusive content as well as exquisitely re-imagined cover art. Fans of Bella and Edward will not want to miss the opportunity to see these iconic
characters portrayed in intriguing new roles. The series has been praised as New York Times and USA Todaybestsellers, a Time magazine Best Young Adult Book of All
Time, an NPR Best Ever Teen Novel, and a New York Times Editor's Choice. Enrapturing millions of readers since its first publication, Twilight has become a modern
classic, leaving readers yearning for more. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly
anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books;
they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Moonglass-Jessi Kirby 2012-04-24 At age seven, Anna watched her mother walk into the surf and drown, but nine years later, when she moves with her father to the
beach where her parents fell in love, she joins the cross-country team, makes new friends, and faces her guilt.
How Not to Be Seduced by Dukes-Marian Tee 2014-02-03 At 34 years old, Rathe Wellesley, a powerful and gorgeous billionaire nobleman, has his life all planned out –
or so he thinks until he meets Mary, a lovely but socially awkward genius who is nothing like his future duchess should be. Raised by a crazed and oppressive
stepfather, 18-year-old Mary Ashton finds herself swept off her feet by the duke and tossed out of her home for daring to kiss a man before marriage. By choosing to be
with Rathe, Mary's life is completely transformed, leading an ordinary life as a college student during the day…and living the glamorous and passionate life as the
duke's mistress at night. It's not the life she's dreamt of but the look in Rathe's eyes keeps Mary from leaving. It's a look that tells her maybe, just maybe he could fall in
love with her, too.
Suffer Love-Ashley Herring Blake 2016-05-03 Sam Bennett falls for Hadley St. Clair before he knows her last name. When Sam finds out she is that St. Clair, daughter
of the man who destroyed Sam’s family, he has a choice: follow his heart or tell the truth about the scandal that links their families. Funny and passionate, Suffer Love
is a story about first love, family dysfunction, and the fickle hand of fate.
My Shameful Secret: Voyeur & Stalker-Marian Tee This book contains two standalone stories and were previously published as Voyeur and Stalker under a shared pen
name. Voyeur: Playboy. That’s what I think every time I watch him from the library, someone who can never be a part of his world. Every time I see him, it’s like he has
a different woman in his arms, and it’s never platonic. I may be a virgin, but even I know how to read between the lines, and they’ve got fuck buddies written all over
them. Introvert. It’s my first day as an intern, and I’m determined to stay in the shadows. I like it when nobody looks at me or talks to me. Life is so much better when
I’m alone, but then I see him. That man is my boss, and even worse is what those mocking green eyes of his are telling me: He knows I hate him. He knows he terrifies
me. But nothing is more horrific than the moment he bends down and whispers to my ear, It’s my turn to watch you. Stalker: Some people may think I’m stalking him,
but I’m not. I just like…observing, and he happens to be my favorite subject. I like to call him Mr. X. It’s safer that way, since he’s the hottest doctor in town, and I’d
turn into a laughingstock in an instant if people find out I have the audacity of even crushing on him – someone wildly successful, heartbreakingly handsome, and so
dangerously charming he can seduce you into doing anything. I’ve seen it happen one too many times, which is why I know it’s better this way. I stalk him when I need
to de-stress. Fantasize about all sorts of things, which I then write in my journal. He’s my imaginary boyfriend, and that’s all he was supposed to be until… The day he
suddenly meets my gaze--- Talks to me--- Touches me--- And everything changes.
Falling for the Billionaire Wolf and His Baby-Sasha Summers 2017-04-24 When Jessa Talbot’s boss offered her a promotion, she agreed—no questions asked. Her family
needed the money, but fighting the attraction she feels for her brooding employer is tough. Worse, she instantly bonds with his infant son she’s caring for. But this is a
temporary solution and she can’t get attached to either of them. Finnegan Dean is cursed. He’s a nicely dressed monster, the wolf inside always looking for a way out.
But there are two things he and his wolf agree on. They must protect baby Oscar and Jessa—his mate. While the wolf hungers to seal their bond, Finn fights the
instinct. After all, if he really cares for her, he’d never doom her to the life he lives. Books in the Blood Moon Brotherhood series: Falling for the Billionaire Wolf and His
Baby Rescued by the Wolf Protecting the Wolf's Mate
Protecting the Wolf's Mate-Sasha Summers 2018-10-22 Ellen has one goal: vengeance. With little memory of her life before her imprisonment by a maniacal werewolf,
her world has been full of pain, humiliation, and fear. But now that she's been rescued, her need for revenge is challenged by the urge to be part of a pack... and the
unshakable connection to, Hollis, the man her wolf claims as their mate. Hollis will do whatever it takes to protect his pack, and that includes looking after Ellen, who
doesn’t need or want his help. He’s determined to keep her safe, even though she’s hell-bent on revenge, even if that means sacrificing himself. And it might come to
that when the big bad comes back for the one woman he can’t live without. Books in the Blood Moon Brotherhood series: Falling for the Billionaire Wolf and His Baby
Rescued by the Wolf Protecting the Wolf's Mate
Jason and Keanne-Marian Tee 2014-02-11 Jason Christakos is a Greek god, a billionaire, but more than that he's beautiful inside, someone who loves so fiercely and
selflessly without expecting anything in return. Jason is the man who saved me from self-destruction, the man who knows all my secrets, and now the man whose
broken heart I ache to heal. Jason does not see me as a woman, does not believe I can truly love him, and does not think he is capable of loving any other woman than
the one he lost to his brother. In an all-out bid to win his love, I accept Jason's challenge. For him to give me a chance to own his heart, he demands that I do everything
he wants, and what he wants is for me to realize that someone out there is better for me. Too late I realize that Jason also thinks someone out there is better for him –
but it is not me…and it might never be me.
Star vs. the Forces of Evil The Magic Book of Spells-Daron Nefcy 2018-07-17 Ever wondered what's inside The Magic Book of Spells? It contains every spell you've ever
seen on the show, plus the history of Mewni, as told by thirteen queens. Each chapter is full of secrets, magic, and notes from Star Butterfly!This fun-packed, full-color
jacketed hardcover version of The Magic Book of Spells will give fans of Star Vs the Forces of Evil all the inside information. . . and a chance to meet four never-seenbefore queens.Plus, the book jacket doubles as an exclusive Mewberty Wings tarot card poster!
Heartbreak Warfare-Kate Stewart 2018-11-06 Briggs, Remember when we parted ways in Germany? It was the day I broke your heart. What you didn't know was that I
was breaking mine too.I thought the
Pack Obsidian Gold-C. M. Stunich 2018-08-09 A werewolf pack is only as strong as its weakest link and ours ... ours is a traitor.The only people I can trust now are my
mates, the seven alpha males I call my own.Allies and enemies wear the same skins: witches, demons, faeries, vampires ... werewolves.It's impossible to tell what's
hiding beneath the carefully crafted facades, the sinful slashes of smiling lips.Magic died in our people long ago; today, it blinks sleepy eyes and wakes up.Ancient gods
raise their heads, spirits once thought to be whispers of myth, urge us to fight. They give us the power to defend ourselves from those who would take our magic as
their own.This war we're fighting, it started with a seed of hate centuries ago.Now, it's here, and the fates are unwavering in their predictions--the White Wolf heralds
the start of a new era for my people ... or the violent thrash of their downfall.My men and I, we'll defend ourselves with love and magic ... or die trying.***PACK
OBSIDIAN GOLD is a 400+ page full-length reverse harem/menage, urban fantasy/paranormal romance novel for mature teens and adults 18+ with a happily ever after
waiting at the end of the series. It features one strong woman and her seven hot men that will do whatever it takes to protect and support their alpha. This book
contains: werewolves, magic, vampires, dark fae, witches, demons, intrigue, steamy sex scenes, romance, paranormal politics, and true love. This is book three of
seven.
Acheron's Woman-Marian Tee "I'm sorry," Pippi said finally, "but I don't think I'm your type, and it would hurt me to see you bored with my company after just a few
minutes." p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 16.0px Corbel; color: #351c75} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 14.7px Corbel; color: #351c75}
span.s1 {font-kerning: none} As Pippilotta "Pippi" Jones considered herself allergic to rich, handsome men, finding out that she was required by her work to visit Greek
billionaire Acheron Simonides in his home was Pippi's worst dream come true. But since an order was an order... Acheron had never been attracted to the shy, sensible
sort, but the way the woman so valiantly did her best to resist him resulted in making Ms. Jones the sole exception to the rule. Even so, the billionaire believed it was
only a matter of time and skillful negotiation before he could make the little blusher his. Or so he thought. It's another sweet, sexy, angsty read from Marian Tee, so be
prepared to laugh, smile, and cry!
Rescued by the Wolf-Kristal Hollis 2017-03-01 She's not afraid to run with his wolf. When a poacher killed his mate, Rafe Wyatt lost his future. While the Wahyas of
Walker's Run have been pulling him back from the brink, he's certain he won't have another chance at love. That is, until Grace comes to town. Grace Olsen is a woman
without roots. That's exactly how she likes it, until a sojourn in a small, close-knit Appalachian community gives her a new vision of what home could be—and so does
Rafe. He was supposed to be nothing more than a casual lover, just as wary of commitment as she is. When their raw attraction becomes something deeper, more
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